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Ultra-cold gases excited to strongly interacting Rydberg states are a promising system for quantum
simulations of many-body systems [1, 2]. For off-resonant excitation of such systems in the dissipative
regime, highly correlated many-body states exhibiting, among other characteristics, intermittency
and multi-modal counting distributions are expected to be created [3–6]. So far, experiments with
Rydberg atoms have been carried out in the resonant, non-dissipative regime [7]. Here we realize a
dissipative gas of rubidium Rydberg atoms and measure its full counting statistics for both resonant
and off-resonant excitation. We find strongly bimodal counting distributions in the off-resonant
regime that are compatible with intermittency due to the coexistence of dynamical phases. Moreover,
we measure the phase diagram of the system and find good agreement with recent theoretical
predictions [3, 5, 6]. Our results pave the way towards detailed studies of many-body effects in
Rydberg gases.
PACS numbers: 03.65.-w, 67.85.Jk, 03.75.Lm, 03.75.Kk
Ultra-cold atoms excited to high-lying Rydberg states have been shown in recent years to be promising candi-
dates for experimental implementations of quantum computation and quantum simulation [8]. The strong and
controllable interactions between Rydberg atoms mean that fast two-qubit quantum gates and models of many-body
Hamiltonians can, in principle, be efficiently realized. As a further important ingredient, dissipation has been
shown to lead to novel phases and to facilitate, under certain conditions, the creation of pure and coherent many-
body states [9–11]. Also, a recent proposal for a quantum simulator based on Rydberg atoms relies on dissipation [1, 2].
So far, Rydberg excitations in cold gases have been studied almost exclusively in the resonant, non-dissipative
regime. In those experiments, the strong interactions between Rydberg atoms manifest themselves either as spatial
correlations compatible with a radius of blockade around an excited atom [13, 14] or through a reduction of
fluctuations leading to sub-Poissonian statistics [15]. In this work we show that for off-resonant excitation, the
behaviour of the system depends strongly on the detuning and the sign of the Rydberg-Rydberg interaction. We
characterize the properties of our system through the full counting statistics of the excitation events, similarly to the
methods recently used in condensed matter physics to unveil correlations in electronic transport processes [16, 17].
When the detuning and the interaction have the same sign, excitation of pairs of Rydberg atoms can occur, leading
to an asymmetry of the excitation lineshape as a function of detuning. In the dissipative regime, we observe strongly
bimodal counting distributions in the full counting statistics [3, 5, 6], indicating phase coexistence and intermittency
in the system [12].
Figure 1 summarizes the experimental method and typical results of the full counting statistics. Our experiments
are performed using 87-rubidium atoms in magneto-optical traps (MOTs) that are excited to 70S Rydberg states
using a two-step excitation process with detuning ∆ from resonance and two-photon Rabi frequencies of up to
400 kHz [15] (see Methods for details). After the excitation pulse the Rydberg atoms are field ionized and detected
using a channeltron charge multiplier, whose output is recorded on an oscilloscope. Three different excitation regimes
can be distinguished. Away from resonance, two Rydberg atoms at a distance r from each other can undergo a pair
excitation if their van-der-Waals interaction, characterized by the C6 coefficient, matches twice the energy mismatch
of the excitation, i.e. C6/r
6 = 2h∆, as shown in Fig. 1d. For the van-der-Waals coefficient of the 70S Rydberg state
in 87-Rb (C6 = 1.6 THz/µm
6) and a typical detuning of around 10 MHz, this corresponds to a resonant distance
r = 6± 0.1µm (where the range in r is due to the finite laser linewidth of about 0.5 MHz). This resonant condition
is the exact opposite of the blockade effect (Fig. 1 c), where the interaction leads to the suppression of excitations,
allowing at most one single excitation within a blockade radius (which is collectively shared by all the atoms in the
blockade volume). We can estimate the timescale on which off-resonant excitations become important by comparing
the resonant collective Rabi frequency Ωcoll =
√
NdbΩ (where Ndb is the number of atoms inside a blockade volume)
[7] with the off-resonant two-photon Rabi frequency Ωoff = Ω
2/(2∆) expected for the two-photon excitation of two
Rydberg atoms with an intermediate singly-excited state detuned by ∆ from resonance. For typical values of our
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FIG. 1: Full counting statistics of on- and off-resonant Rydberg excitations. a, Schematic representation of the experimental
procedure. The cold rubidium atoms are excited to Rydberg states using two laser beams. The resulting Rydberg excitations are
detected on a channeltron after field ionization, and from the individual counts the histograms and full counting statistics (i.e.,
the moments of the counting distribution) are calculated. b-d, Resonant and off-resonant excitation processes for interacting
Rydberg atoms. For resonant excitation, c, the van-der-Waals interaction between the atoms shifts a second excitation out of
resonance, leading to the dipole blockade and the associated blockade sphere. Off resonance, interactions between pairs can
either lead to resonant pair excitation, d, or to strong suppression of excitations, b. In e, a plot of the mean number of Rydberg
excitations as a function of detuning reveals the interaction-induced resonances for positive detuning, which shows up as an
asymmetry of the lineshape. Here and throughout the paper we omit the subscript obs indicating the observed quantities (see
Methods). The excitation durations are 1µs (grey symbols, right vertical axis) and 20µs (black symbols, left vertical axis). f-h
The histograms of the counting distributions in the resonant and off-resonant regimes reflects the differences in the excitation
process. For positive detuning ∆/2pi = +3.5 MHz, h, the histogram exhibits a bimodal structure, whereas on resonance, g, it
has a single peak. For negative detuning (∆/2pi = −3.5 MHz), f, the mean number of excitations is considerably smaller than
in h. The dashed vertical lines indicate the mean number of excitations. The Rabi frequency is 2pi × 400 kHz, the interaction
volume 10−7 cm3 and the density 1.8× 1011 cm−3.
experiment (Ω ≈ 2pi × 200 kHz, Ndb ≈ 50) we find Ωcoll ≈ 2pi × 1.4 MHz and Ωoff ≈ 2pi × 10 kHz at a detuning
∆/2pi = 2 MHz, leading to an off-resonant excitation timescale of around 100µs (subsequent excitations mediated
by already excited atoms can occur on a shorter timescale). Finally, for a detuning with opposite sign to that of
the van-der-Waals interaction, neither single-particle nor pair excitations are resonant, leading to a strong overall
suppression of the excitation probability (Fig. 1b).
These three excitation regimes are summarized in Fig. 1e, where the mean number of Rydberg excitations is
3plotted as a function of detuning for two different excitation durations. For the 1µs pulse off-resonant excitations are
negligible and hence the lineshape is symmetric. If the pulse duration is increased to 20µs, however, the excitation
time is an appreciable fraction of the off-resonant excitation timescale, and off-resonant excitations become visible.
This leads to a lineshape that is clearly asymmetric with respect to zero detuning.
Further evidence for the different excitation regimes is found in the full counting statistics of the Rydberg
excitations, as represented in Fig. 1f-h by the histograms of the counting distribution. These histograms clearly
reveal the qualitative differences between on- and off-resonant excitations: On resonance, the distribution is roughly
Poissonian (it becomes sub-Poissonian for even longer excitation durations, for which the system enters the fully
blockaded regime, as seen in Fig. 3b). By contrast, for positive detuning the distribution becomes multi-modal with
two dominant features: one close to 0 excitations and the other centered around a mean value of 12. For negative
detuning, the histogram confirms the expected strong suppression of excitations.
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FIG. 2: Numerical simulations a-d and crossover to the dissipative regime e. a-c show the counting distributions for ∆/2pi =
−5, 0, 5 MHz, respectively, obtained from numerical simulations using the Dicke-type model explained in the Supplementary
information. The finite detection efficiency in the experiment is taken into account through a convolution with a binomial
function (see Methods). In d, the Rydberg mean values obtained from that simulation are plotted as a function of detuning.
Comparison with a Lorentzian fit (dashed line) centered at zero detuning highlights the asymmetry of the lineshape. The
parameters used for the simulation are: Rabi frequency 130 kHz, excitation duration 4µs, density 9×1010 cm−3 and interaction
volume 8.9 × 10−8 cm3. e Experimental results showing the crossover to the dissipative regime. As the duration of the
excitation is increased from 20µs (dashed line) to 950µs (solid line), keeping the mean Rydberg number fixed by adjusting
the Rabi frequency, the counting distributions become more strongly bimodal. The inset shows the bimodality parameter as a
function of the excitation duration.
The main features of the experimentally observed lineshape and counting distributions are reproduced by a
numerical simulation based on a Dicke-type model, as explained in the Supplementary information. The main results
of that simulation are shown in Fig. 2a-d. Whereas the model is not expected to give quantitative agreement with
the experiment (as it does not, for instance, take into account the spatial inhomogeneity of the cloud, the residual
velocity of the atoms or decay from the Rydberg state), for reasonable choices of the parameters in the simulation
the qualitative agreement with the experimental data of Fig. 1 is rather good.
We now turn to the dissipative excitation regime in which several excitation-spontaneous emission cycles occur.
Even though our experimental system does not allow us to work in the fully coherent regime (due to limitations
4regarding the laser linewidth, and hence coherence time, and the maximum Rabi frequency), the 20µs excitation
duration used for the experiments shown in Fig. 1 is an order of magnitude shorter than the lifetime of the 70S
Rydberg state of around 200µs. A comparison of the counting distributions for different excitation durations (in
which the Rabi frequency was adjusted in order to keep the mean value constant, allowing a direct comparison
between the histograms), as shown in Fig. 2e, suggests that the counting distribution becomes more strongly bimodal
for longer excitation durations, indicating that dissipation favors the appearance of bimodality (as theoretically
predicted in [3–5]). This is confirmed by the increase in the bimodality parameter (see Methods) as a function of the
duration (again for fixed mean Rydberg number).
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FIG. 3: Full counting statistics for off-resonant excitation in the dissipative regime. a and b show off-resonant (∆/2pi =
11.5 MHz) and resonant counting distributions, for equal mean numbers 6 (dashed lines) and 23 (solid lines), respectively
(indicated by the arrows in the inset of a, which shows the mean number of Rydberg excitations as a function of the Rabi
frequency). The dotted red lines are the results of the bimodal model in a and of the perfectly monomodal model in b, whereas
the solid light gray lines show the distributions expected for Poissonian distribution with the same mean values. c-e show the
second, third and fourth central moments of the off-resonant (blue) and on-resonant (gray) counting distributions. f-h show
the associated normalized quantities: Mandel Q-factor, skewness, and Binder cumulant as well as the bimodality coefficient.
The lines in graphs c-h are the results of the simple bimodal (dashed), with N1 = 1 and N2 = 65 Rydberg excitations (see
Methods), Poissonian monomodal (dotted) and perfectly monomodal (dot-dashed) models described in the text. The detection
efficiency of 40% was taken into account. For the bimodal model, the theoretical values were scaled by a factor of ≈ 0.5 in
order to facilitate a qualitative comparison with the experimental data. The interaction volume is 3.6× 10−6 cm3, the density
1× 1011 cm−3 and the excitation duration 950µs.
Acquiring the complete counting distribution allows us to gain more insight into the properties of our system
in the dissipative regime beyond the behaviour of the mean and the variance [18]. We have characterized the full
counting statistics on resonance and for positive detuning over a range of Rabi frequencies by analyzing the second,
5third and fourth central moments µ2, µ3 and µ4 as well as the associated normalized quantities (Mandel Q-factor,
skewness, Binder cumulant and bimodality coefficient) as a function of the mean number. Fig. 3 illustrates the main
results of this analysis. Figs. 3a and 3b show the off- and on-resonant counting distributions for two mean values
(the same in both graphs), illustrating the bimodality for off-resonant excitation and the sub-Poissonian character of
the distribution on resonance. This difference is clearly seen in the dependence of µ2 and the Mandel Q-factor on
the mean number: Whereas for on-resonant excitation those quantities are consistent with Poissonian distributions
for small mean numbers, they become increasingly mono-modal (i.e., strongly sub-Poissonian) for larger numbers
as the system enters the fully blockaded regime. By contrast, in the off-resonant case µ2 initially increases with
the mean, reaching a peak at about half the maximum number of excitations (the Mandel Q-factor also exhibits a
maximum, which is shifted to smaller numbers due to the normalization by the mean). As can be seen in Fig. 3c-h,
the results of the off-resonant case are in qualitative agreement with a simple bimodal model. In particular, we find
that the bimodality coefficient (Fig. 3h) of the off-resonant counting distributions is consistently higher (at 0.7− 0.8)
than for the resonant case (around 0.4) over the entire range of the mean number, emphasizing the qualitative
difference between the two regimes. It is also obvious, however, that while the agreement is good for µ2, the deviation
increases for the higher central moments. This demonstrates the usefulness of the full counting statistics, which
allows comparisons with theoretical predictions that are far more sensitive than the mean and standard deviation alone.
The results shown in Fig. 3 can be interpreted in terms of a dynamical phase transition between a paramagnetic
and an antiferromagnetic phase in a dissipative Ising model with a transverse field, as shown recently in [3, 5].
Although in those works the atoms are assumed to be arranged in a crystalline structure (created by an optical lattice)
with regular spacing, the distance-selective resonance mechanism described above means that in our experiment the
Rydberg excitations should arrange themselves in a regular array with a spacing that depends on the detuning, as
suggested theoretically in [19]. In Fig. 4 we show a phase diagram for our system as a function of the Rabi frequency
and the detuning. The mean Rydberg number as a function of the Rabi frequency exhibits a smooth crossover
between 0 excitations and a maximum number of around 30 excitations (see also Fig. 3a), where the position of the
crossover depends on the detuning. This is expected from the analogy with an Ising spin system [21], where the
critical value of the transverse field (which corresponds to the Rabi frequency in our system) increases with increasing
Ising interaction (corresponding to the detuning in our case). Moreover, we observe a distinct increase in the Mandel
Q-factor in the transition region, which is compatible with the intermittent behaviour of the system theoretically
predicted in [3, 5] (and with our observation of bimodal counting statistics in that region), whereby in the transition
region the active and inactive phases of the system coexist. In order to prove that interpretation directly, however, it
will be necessary to observe the time evolution of a single experimental realization, e.g., through the observation of
photons emitted during the decay process [12].
In conclusion, we have analyzed resonant-and off-resonant Rydberg excitations in a cold rubidium gas in the
dissipative regime through full counting statistics. We have shown that the full counting statistics reveals characteristic
features of the system that are not evident in the mean or standard deviation typically measured in such experiments.
Our technique should be useful for the characterization of Rydberg excitations in optical lattices [20] in which, e.g.,
the Ising model can be realized, and in experiments with chirped excitation lasers aimed at the adiabatic creation of
Rydberg crystals [22–24]. More generally, the full counting statistics will be an important tool for unveiling many-body
effects in Rydberg excitations, for instance in quantum simulators.
Methods
A. Experimental setup
Our experiments are performed using 87-rubidium atoms in magneto-optical traps (MOTs) that are excited to 70S
Rydberg states using a two-step excitation process with two lasers at 420 nm and 1013 nm, respectively. The first
step laser is detuned sufficiently from the intermediate 6P state (by about 2 GHz) to ensure that the intermediate
step is not populated on the timescale of the experiment (for our scheme, this could lead to a two-step ionization).
The laser at 1020 nm is focused to a waist of 80 microns, and the waist of the 420 nm laser can be varied between 6
and 40 microns, allowing us to change the overlap between the atomic clouds of size ≈ 30−100µm and the excitation
lasers, and hence the effective excitation volume, which can be varied between ≈ 10−7 cm3 and ≈ 5× 10−6 cm3. We
note here that for the smallest waist of the 420 nm laser, the resulting excitation geometry is quasi one-dimensional
since the waist of the laser is then smaller than the dipole blockade radius. The atomic clouds have peak densities
around 0.9−5×1011 cm−3. After an excitation pulse of duration between 0.5 and 950 microseconds, during which the
MOT beams are switched off, the Rydberg atoms are field ionized by applying a voltage to electrodes located outside
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FIG. 4: Phase diagram in the dissipative regime. a, The mean number of Rydberg excitations as a function of Rabi frequency
and detuning. b The Mandel Q-factor as a function of Rabi frequency and detuning. In a and b, the red dashed lines indicate
the transition to Q > 1 and to Q > 7. The interaction volume is 3× 10−7 cm3 and the density 1.6× 1011 cm−3.
the vacuum chamber, and the resulting ions are accelerated towards a channeltron charge multiplier, whose output is
recorded on an oscilloscope. The overall detection efficiency η for the ions was determined to be around 40 percent.
B. Data analysis
We extract information on the Rydberg excitations present after a single excitation sequence by recording the
channeltron signal due to the arrival of single ions on a digital oscilloscope and then using a peak-finding routine
in order to determine the number of ions. This procedure is repeated up to 500 times, and from the resulting
counting distributions the mean µ as well as the n-th order central moments µn = 〈(x − µ)n〉 (up to n = 4) are
calculated. From those moments, we also calculate the normalized quantities characterizing the distributions: Mandel
Q-factor Q = µ2/µ − 1, skewness γ = µ3/µ3/22 , Binder cumulant B = 1 − µ4/(3µ22) and bimodality coefficient
b = (γ2 + 1)/(µ4/µ
2
2).
We compare our experimental results to three simple models in order to highlight the main features of the
dependence of the various quantities on µ: a perfectly monomodal and a Poissonian monomodal model with mean
µmono and central moments µ2,3,4,... = 0 for the perfectly monomodal model and µ = µmono , µ2 = µ , µ3 = µ , and
µ4 = µ(1 + 3µ) for the Poissonian model, as well as a bimodal model with two modes at N1 and N2 and probabilities
1− α and α, respectively. The mean and the central moments for the bimodal model are µ = (1− α)N1 + αN2 and
µn = (1− α)(N1 − µ)n + α(N2 − µ)n.
The finite detection efficiency η in the experiment, which transforms the actual counting distribution P (n) into
7an observed counting distribution (P (n))obs =
∑∞
m=n
(
m
n
)
ηn(1 − η)m−nP (m), is taken into account by using the
analytical result (µFn )obs = η
nµFn for the n-th factorial moments [25] and the relationship between the factorial and
central moments given by [26]
µn = (−µ)n +
n−1∑
i=0
n−i∑
j=1
[
(−1)i
(
n
i
)
S(n− i, j)
]
µiµFj , (1)
where S(i, j) is the Stirling number of the second kind. The observed mean and the second, third and fourth central
moments are then related to the actual moments by
(µ)obs = ηµ
(µ2)obs = η
2µ2 + (η − η2)µ
(µ3)obs = η
3µ3 + 3(η
2 − η3)µ2 + (2η3 − 3η2 + η)µ
(µ4)obs = η
4µ4 + 6(η
3 − η4)µ3 + [6(η3 − η4)µ+
+(11η4 − 18η3 + 7η2)]µ2 + (3η4 − 6η3 + 3η2)µ2 +
+(−6η4 + 12η3 − 7η2 + η)µ (2)
from which the observed values of the normalized quantities can be calculated (for the Mandel Q-factor, the
particularly simple result (Q)obs = ηQ holds). Alternatively, the above procedure can be used to calculate the actual
moments and normalized quantities from the observed ones.
C. Dicke model
The numerical simulations shown in Fig. 2 are based on an extension of the Dicke model applied to Rydberg
excitations [15, 27] which is explained in detail in the Supplementary information. Briefly, the original Dicke model,
based on the laser excitation conserving the cooperative character of the collective atomic wavefunctions, was mod-
ified by including the van-der-Waals interactions between the collective Dicke states, taking into account the R−3
contribution at short distances for S states. The collective Dicke states contain the full statistical information about
the collective Rydberg excitation and therefore allow the calculation of all the moments of the excitation statistics.
The improved Dicke model used here takes into account the time-dependent coupling between the Dicke states, which
becomes increasingly important as the number of Rydberg excitations increases. For large excitation numbers the
non-symmetric Dicke states experience energy shifts and decoherence due to the van-der-Waals interactions. These, in
turn, lead to the asymmetric lineshapes and the characteristic histograms, featuring bimodal distributions for positive
detuning, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
8Supplementary information
Many-body Dicke model
The main elements of the Dicke model describing the van-der-Waals blockaded Rydberg excitation of N atoms have
been exposed in [15, 27]. Here we will concentrate on the details of the revised model that are relevant for the features
observed in the experiment.
The Dicke model is based on the laser excitation conserving the cooperative character of the collective atomic
wavefunctions. The description of the system through the collective Dicke states contains the full statistical informa-
tion, not only the average quantities. All the moments of the excitation statistics can be calculated, in particular
the measured full counting distributions of the Rydberg excitations. In order to describe the experimental results
presented in this paper the Dicke model treatment was improved. As explained in [15], the introduction of an orthog-
onal basis for diagonalizing the van der Waals basis coupling matrix in the restriction of the space of the non-fully
symmetrical Dicke states allow us to treat the evolution of the system with an single integro-differential equation for
each symetrical Dicke state with j Rydberg excitations
i
daj
dt
= −∆jaj +W (j)ss aj +
√
(N − j) (j + 1)Ω
2
aj+1 +
√
(N − j + 1) jΩ
2
aj−1
− i
∫ t
0
f (j) (τ) exp (iδjτ) aj (t− τ) dτ,
where aj is the amplitude of the Dicke state in the collective wave function, ∆ is the laser detuning, Ω is the Rabi
frequency for the laser excitation and W
(j)
ss is the mean value of the van der Waals interaction for the atoms in the
symmetrical j Dicke state. The term W
(j)
ss aj in the equation corresponds to the mean field seen by the atoms. The
term f (j) (τ) is a kernel function defined as
f (j) (τ) =
∑
{q}
1
Mj
[[
− d
2
dτ2
− 2i d
dτ
W (j)ss +
(
W (j)ss
)2]
exp (−iWqqτ)
]
(3)
where {q} corresponds to the ensemble of the Mj =
(
N
j
)
van der Waals states with j Rydberg excitation and an
energy Wqq. The evaluation of the kernel function is a crucial and non-trivial step in solving these equations [27].
Nevertheless, in ref. [15] we have shown that, to first approximation, the kernel function term firstly compensates
the mean-field term and secondly acts as a coupling between the fully symmetrical j Dicke state and one particular
virtual ad-hoc state with the same number of Rydberg excitations, simulating the coupling with the ensemble of the
non-symmetrical Dicke states. This previous approach was limited to short interaction times t <∼ Ω−1 and small
numbers of Rydberg excitations NRy. The striking features of the collective dynamics appear at longer interaction
times, when the organisation of the Rydberg excitations within the ultracold cloud has reached a stationary state. A
more complete treatment needs to take into account the time-dependent coupling between the different states, which
becomes more and more important when NRy increases.
The kernel function depends on the distribution of the atoms inside the experimental sample. Analytical solutions
can be found for many configurations, but the exact solution of the equations is quite involved. It is easier, and more
interesting for a physical understanding of the problem, to consider the Fourier transform F (j) (ω) of the above kernel,
which for a homogeneous atomic density is given to a good approximation by
F (j) (ω) =
(
ωWj − ω
)2
Θ
(
ω − ωVjmax
)
Θ
(
ωVjmin − ω
) ω1/2Vjmax
2ω3/2
, (4)
with the relation
ωVjmaxωVjmin = ω
2
Wj (5)
where Vjmax is related to the volume of the atomic sample, Vjmin corresponds to an effective minimum volume given
by the mean distance between two atoms and ωWj = W
(j)
ss is the van der Waals coupling. This coupling can be
estimated by taking into account the C3R
−3 contribution at short distances for the S states
ωWj = W
(j)
ss =
j(j − 1)
2
ωW ' j(j − 1)
2
(
4pi
3
)2
C6
V V0
(6)
9where we introduce an effective volume V0 as
C6
C3V0
∼ 1. (7)
ωV jmax < ωWj corresponds to the minimum energy of j Rydberg atoms contained in the volume V . It needs to be
estimated for each j.
The general shape of the Fourier transform function is shown in Fig. 5 for j = 2 and j = 20. It is compared with
a function calculated by considering an atomic density given by the expression
D (Vx) =
2
V
√
pi
exp
[
2
V0
V
]
exp
[
−V
2
x
V 2
− V
2
0
V 2x
]
, (8)
where Vx =
4pi
3 R
3
x, with Rx the distance between two atoms. The choice of this density function, which is not far from
a homogeneous atomic density in a volume V , allows us to pursue the analytical approach by using the expression
F (j) (ω) = Θ (ω)
√
ωV jmax
pi
exp
[
ωV jmax
ωWj
]
exp
[
−ωV jmax
ω
− ω
ωV jmin
]
1
ω3/2
Both functions exhibit three distinct parts corresponding to very different frequency ranges. For the high frequencies
(ω < ωWj), the shape of the function is broad, corresponding to a Markovian short memory process, which in first
approximation compensates the mean-field term. For the low frequencies (ω < ωWj), the function is much narrower,
which characterizes a long memory process equivalent to the coupling to a bound state. For the frequencies ω ∼ ωWj ,
which corresponds to the van der Waals coupling value, the function is equal to zero. For large j, this behavior is
slightly modified. The mean field term is partly restored, while the coupling to the the virtual state is decreased in
amplitude. A decay term appears in the equations corresponding to a decoherence process for the non symmetrical
Dicke states.
The state of the system corresponding to j Rydberg excitations is described by two differential equations
i
daj
dt
= −∆jaj + ωWj (1− h1 (j)) aj +
√
(N − i) (i+ 1)Ω
2
aj+1 +
√
(N − j + 1) jΩ
2
aj−1 + ωWjh2 (j) bj ,
and
i
dbj
dt
= −∆jbj +G (j, t) bj + ωWjh2 (j) aj .
h1(j) and h2(j) are functions such as
ωWjh1(j) =
∫ ∞
ωWj
−F
j (ω)
ω
dω
and
(ωWjh2(j))
2
=
∫ ωWj
0
F j (ω) dω
G (j, t) is given by
G (j, t) ∼ 1− i√
2
√
ωV jmax
(t− it0)1/2
with t0 ∼ ω−1Wj .
At this point the dynamics of the system is no longer Hamiltonian. In effect, we have introduced a decoherence
process in the ensemble of the non-symmetrical states, which leads us to consider a population equation to conserve
the ensemble of the atoms
dρj
dt
= −2 Im [G(j, t)] |bj (t)|2 .
The non coherent population with j Rydberg excitations corresponds to a total van-der-Waals coupling energy of
∼ h¯ωV max, which characterizes the global correlation of the system.
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FIG. 5: Fourier transforms F (j) (ω) of kernel function for j = 2 a,b and j = 20 c,d, calculated at low and high values of
ω. Generally, we have a large peak for ω > ωWj b,d and a narrower one for ω < ωWj a,c. The dashed lines are obtained
supposing a homogeneous atomic density, and the continuous lines are based on the atomic density of Eq.(8). We assume a
j(j − 1)/2-dependence of the kernel function [27].
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The Rydberg excitation of the incoherent and non-symmetrical Dicke states is treated perturbatively through
dρj
dt
= −2 Im [[G(j, t)]] |bj (t)|2 − g(j)ρj + g (j − 1) ρj−1.
These equations depend on very few adjustable parameters, essentially the frequencies ωWj and ωV jmax, for which
we can find reasonable estimates based on physical arguments. In the case of the S states of rubidium which do not
present any degeneracy, the experimental parameters can be directly used. Compared to the previous treatment in
[15] the dynamics of the evolution is taken into account more carefully and two important new features have been
introduced. The first one is the decoherence in the evolution, and the second one is the appearance of the correlation
corresponding to the energy of the virtual state. The Rydberg excitation of the coherent non symmetrical state can be
taken into account perturbatively, which does not introduce a fundamental change in the results of the calculations.
We do not expect our model to perfectly reproduce the experimental results, as several details of the experiment
(inhomogeneous density of the cloud, other Rydberg levels, decay from the excited state, finite velocity of the atoms)
are not taken into account. Also, in our numerical simulations we found that the dynamics of the system depends on
several parameters, a slight change of which leads to significatively different results. Furthermore, for long excitation
times the results depend sensitively on how we take into account the finite coherence time of the laser excitation.
Nevertheless, Fig. 2 in the main text shows that for a reasonable choice of parameters in the simulation, which are not
too far from the parameters of the experiment, the results of the simulations agree quite well with the experimental
data. In particular, agreement at the level of the full counting statistics (histograms in Fig. 2 (a-c)) is satisfactory. For
positive detuning the histogram exhibits a bimodal structure, while a single peak is essentially observed at resonance
and very few atoms are excited for negative detuning.
Further information is obtained by analyzing the dynamics of the system. On resonance the atoms are essentially
described by the incoherent anti-symmetrical states, whereas for negative detuning only fully symmetrical Dicke
states are populated. On resonance the evolution quickly becomes incoherent, and the system is described by a
statistical mixture of states. For negative detuning, by contrast, the system is described by a superposition of a small
number of Dicke states with little excitation. Interestingly, on resonance the total energy of the different non-coherent
antisymmetrical states is low, meaning the system exhibits strong correlations. The histogram for positive detuning
contains both components, resulting in 60% statistical mixture of states and 40% coherent superposition of Dicke
states. We also observe that for long excitation times the coherent antisymmetrical states are marginally populated
for negative or positive detuning, while they remain present for much longer in the case of resonant excitation.
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